Retriever Results Newsletters

Subscriptions
Retriever Results newsletters reach thousands of people every week. Currently we publish two weekly newsletters: one for AKC Field Trials and one for Hunting Tests. Plus subscribers to those newsletters receive Special Reports on national events such as the US and Canadian National Open and Amateur and the Master National.

You are receiving this email because you registered with RetrieverResults.com, expressed interest in the web site or your dog placed in or finished a recent event.

To Unsubscribe
If you no longer wish to receive this email, unsubscribe using the link at the bottom of the newsletter. This will not affect any account you may have with RetrieverResults.com.

To Change Your Subscription
Use the Update Profile/Email address at the bottom of the newsletter.

Share Your Subscription
If you think others would enjoy one or more newsletters, please use the Forward button at the top and bottom of the newsletter.

Advertising
Retriever Results newsletters have a number of advertising opportunities to help you:

- Sell puppies
- Sell merchandise
- Promote your brand

Contact us for pricing and ideas.

Feedback & Corrections
If you are enjoying Retriever Results, it’s probably because of all the great suggestions and comments we receive from readers like you. Got a comment? Please send it to us.

Retriever Results readers are passionate about our sport. To honor that commitment, we work hard to gather data, build algorithms and create analyses that celebrate accomplishments in AKC Field Trials and Hunting Tests. We also do our best to publish information quickly. It’s a challenge to balance speed of publication with accuracy. Most of the time that effort pays off with useful and precise information. But sometimes we miss the mark. If information is missing or incorrect, please let us know.

Thanks for supporting Retriever Results!